
Mashed Cauliflower  
Ingredients 

1 pound cauliflower (fresh or frozen, whole, florets or riced) 

1 cup liquid (water or chicken broth/stock) I recommend the 

broth/stock for flavor 

1/2 tsp mineral salt 

1/8 tsp pepper 

1 TBSP nutritional yeast 

1 TBSP butter* 

~Optional ingredients~ 

1-2 oz cream cheese* 

1 – 2 TBSP sour cream* 

2 TBSP heavy cream* 

1/4 cup chopped bacon* 

1/4 cup shredded cheddar cheese (or other cheese of choice)* 

Directions 

Cook cauliflower in liquid until soft (you don’t want any “crunchiness” 

left at all.) If you are doing fresh cauliflower you may want to steam it 

and it may require extra liquid. 

Once the cauliflower is soft enough to mash you want to drain off the 

liquid into a separate container. Keep this liquid in case you need it later. 

At this point, you are going to mash the cauliflower. How you choose to 

do this depends on the texture you want to end up with. If you want a 

very chunky mash you can just use a potato masher. If you like a 



smoother mash with just a little texture a hand mixer would be your 

tool of choice. If you want a completely smooth texture I would suggest 

a food processor. 

Begin the mashing process before you add any other ingredients. After 

you have the mashing process started you can add all of the other 

ingredients, including the optional ones EXCEPT for the bacon bits and 

cheese. Continue stirring/mashing until you have reached your desired 

consistency. If the mixture is too thick, use some of the cooking liquid 

you reserved to thin it out. 

When you have the texture you want you can stir in the bacon and 

cheese if you are using it or just use them as a garnish on top. I chose 

sour cream, cheese, and bacon for my add-ins. Yummy! 

FP Option 
To keep this recipe an FP you are going to make the following changes 

to the recipe. The cooking and preparation methods are exactly the 

same, but the ingredients are tweaked to keep the fat low. The changed 

ingredients are marked with an *. 

Ingredients 

1 pound cauliflower (fresh or frozen, whole, florets or riced) 

1 cup liquid (water or chicken broth/stock) I recommend the 

broth/stock for flavor 

1/2 tsp mineral salt 

1/8 tsp pepper 

1 TBSP nutritional yeast 

1/2 tsp butter extract* 

~Optional ingredients~ 



2-3 wedges of light laughing cow cheese* 

2 TBSP almond or cashew milk* 

1 – 2 TBSP Greek yogurt* 

1/4 cup chopped turkey bacon* 

2 TBSP grated Parmesan cheese* 


